This paper develops a structure theory for any directly finite, right K 0~c ontinuous, regular ring R, generalizing the corresponding theory for a right and left Ko-continuous regular ring. The key result is that R must be unit-regular, which also provides a proof, much simpler than previous proofs, that any right and left ^-continuous regular ring is unit-regular. It is proved, for example, that R modulo any maximal two-sided ideal is a right self-injective ring. The Grothendieck group K 0 (R) is shown to be a monotonê -complete interpolation group, which leads to an explicit representation of K 0 (R) as a group of af fine continuous realvalued functions on the space of pseudo-rank functions on R. It follows, for example, that the isomorphism classes of finitely generated projective right ϋJ-modules are determined modulo the maximal two-sided ideals of R. For another example, if every simple artinian homomorphic image of R is a txt matrix ring (for a fixed teN), then R is a txt matrix ring.
-continuous provided the lattice L{R R ) of principal right ideals of R is upper y$ 0 -continuous, i.e., every countable subset of L(R R ) has a supremum in L(R R ), and for every AeL(R R ) and every countable ascending chain Bî n L(R R ). Equivalently, R is right ^-continuous if and only if every countably generated right ideal of R is essential in a principal right ideal of R [1, Corollary 14.4] . Similarly, R is left ^-continuous provided the lattice L( R R) of principal left ideals of R is upper fcζo-continuous, or equivalently, the lattice L(R R ) is lower ^-continuous. An ^-continuous regular ring is a regular ring that is both right and left ^-continuous.
The purpose of this paper is to show that the known structure theory for £ξ 0 -continuous regular rings [3, 6, 7] carries over nearly intact for directly finite, right ^-continuous, regular rings. This may be viewed as a generalization, since all ^-continuous regular rings are directly finite [1, Proposition 14.20] . It is an open question whether all directly finite, right ^-continuous, regular rings are 106 K. R. GOODEARL -continuous, but we conjecture that the answer is negative. For in particular, a positive answer would imply a positive answer to Roos' conjecture that every directly finite, regular, right self-injective ring is left self-injective [1, Problem 14, p. 345] , and this conjecture is also suspected to have a negative answer. On the other hand, constructing a counterexample to the ^-continuous question might prove easier than constructing a counterexample to Roos' conjecture.
In § I we prove the key result of the paper, that any directly finite, right ^-continuous, regular ring R is unit-regular, along with a few related results. In particular, we show that R modulo any maximal two-sided ideal is a right self-injective ring. In § II, we investigate the behavior of finitely generated projective right jβ-modules, and study how that behavior is codified in the partially ordered Grothendieck group K 0 (R). This group is proved to be a monotone σ-complete interpolation group, and various properties of R follow therefrom. For instance, the isomorphism classes of finitely generated projective right ίJ-modules are determined by the isomorphism classes modulo maximal two-sided ideals of R, and also determined by the values of extremal pseudo-rank functions of R. Section III derives further structural properties of R that follow from countable interpolation, a consequence of the monotone σ-eomplete and interpolation properties on K 0 (R). For example, if every simple artinian homomorphic image of R is a t x t matrix ring (for some fixed teN), then R is a t x t matrix ring.
All rings in this paper are associative with 1, and all modules are unital. We refer the reader to [1] for the general theory of regular rings, and to [1, 3] for the general development of K o of regular rings as partially ordered abelian groups, and for the theory of partially ordered abelian groups via their state spaces. We also follow the notation used in these two references. In particular, given modules A and B, we write A <; e B to mean that A is an essential submodule of B and we write A < B to mean that A is isomorphic to a submodule of B, while we use nA to denote the direct sum of n copies of A.
L Unit-regularity* This section contains our key result, that every directly finite, right ^-continuous, regular ring is unit-regular. As an application of this result, we prove that all simple homomorphic images of directly finite, right ^-continuous, regular rings are right self-injective. Several related results are also proved.
We shall have need of the maximal right ^-quotient ring [1, pp. 177, 178] associated with any right ^0-continuous regular ring R; this is a right quotient ring S of R which is right £$ 0 -continu-ous, regular, and right £ξ o -injective, and R contains all the idempotents of S [1, Theorem 14.12] . We shall use this result a number of times, without further explicit reference to it.
The proof of our first proposition has been considerably simplified through the use of successive suggestions by S. K. Berberian and P. Menal, whom we thank for these suggestions. PROPOSITION Proof. If S contains no infinite direct sums of nonzero pairwise isomorphic right ideals, then the same is true of R, since any infinite independent family {J τ ) of nonzero pairwise isomorphic right ideals of R would generate an infinite independent family {Jβ} of nonzero pairwise isomorphic right ideals of S. In addition, this direct sum condition on S implies direct finiteness, by [1, Corollary 5.6 ]. Thus we need only show that S contains no infinite direct sums of nonzero pairwise isomorphic right ideals.
It suffices to show that if {A lf A 2 , •} is an independent sequence of pairwise isomorphic principal right ideals of S, then A x -0.
Since S is right ^-continuous, it contains principal right ideals B and C such that Θ4<5 and §4 + i^,C Note that Bf)C = 0, and that Choose an idempotent eeS such that eS = 50C. There is an isomorphism which must, because S is right £$ 0 -injective, be given by left multiplication by an element xeS. Inasmuch as (&A 2n <^eB and @A 2n+1 <> e C, and S is a right nonsingular ring, it follows that x induces an isomorphism of B onto C. Similarly, B = eS, and thus eS=eSφeS. In particular, the ring eSe is isomorphic to the 2x2 matrix ring M 2 (eSe), from which we infer that eSe is generated (as a ring) by its idempotents. Since all the idempotents in S actually lie in 108 K. R. GOODEARL R, we thus obtain e eR and eSe -eRe.
The direct finiteness of R implies that eRe is a directly finite ring. Thus eSe is a directly finite ring, hence eS is a directly finite module. As eS = eS @eS, we conclude that eS -0. Therefore i^ = 0, as desired.
•
The following easy lemma appears in [2, Lemma 2.2]. We include its short proof for the sake of completeness. A" © B" £A 2 ®B" = C, φ C 3 = C" .
We are now in position to prove our unit-regularity theorem. The method is a modification of that used to prove that all iSΓ*-complete regular rings are unit-regular, in [2, Theorem 2.3]. THEOREM 1.4. If R is a directly finite, regular ring, Proof. According to [1, Theorem 4.1] , it suffices to show that if A, B, C are any principal right ideals of R satisfying AφC = BφC, then A = B. Using Lemma 1.3, we obtain decompositions A = A'φA"; £ = £'φ£"; C = C"φC" such that A' = B' and A"φC" ~ £"φC", while also A"φjS"<C. In particular, A"φβ" < R R . Since it suffices to prove that A" B "', we may replace A, B, C by A", B", C". Thus we may assume, without loss of generality, that A n B = 0. , ft', •} are independent sequences of right ideals. Since A Π B = 0, it follows that the sequence {A [, B[, A' 2 , ft', •} is independent as well.
We claim that φA^ <* e A and φjB^ <> e B. Thus consider any right ideal E <> A such that E Π (©An) = 0. For each n, we have
However, i? contains no infinite direct sums of nonzero pairwise isomorphic right ideals, by Proposition 1.1, hence we must have E = 0. Thus ®A' n ^e A, and similarly 0J5^ ^e B, as claimed. In the lattice L(R R ), we now have A= Vil and B = VJS^, while also A» = B' n for all n. As the sequence {A [, B[, A' 2 , B 2 ', } is independent, [1, Lemma 14.22] Handelman's original proof in [6] of the unit-regularity of an -continuous regular ring R required (i) the development of the maximal £ξ 0 -quotient ring S of R to the point where it could be shown that M 2 (S) is ^-continuous; (ii) a lattice-theoretic theorem of Halperin [4, Theorem 5.1] , that perspectivity is always transitive in an ^-continuous geometry; (iii) another theorem of Handelman, that a regular ring S is unit-regular if and only if perspectivity is transitive in the lattice of principal right ideals of M 2 (S) [5, Theorem 15] ; and (iv) a final short argument to transfer unit-regularity from S to R. This method of proof is quite long and complicated. A somewhat shorter proof, basically a module-theoretic version of Halperin's transitivity argument, appeared in [1, Theorem 14.24 ]. This method is still somewhat convoluted. Thus we may tout our present proof as an answer to Handelman's plea for a short proof of this result [6, p. 189] .
For a right ^-continuous regular ring R, left ^-continuity is sufficient to imply direct finiteness and unit-regularity, as we have seen above. We now show that left £$ 0 -injectivity, which is some-times easier to check, is also sufficient. This answers [1, Problem 24, p. 346] Proof For k -0, 1, 2, , choose an idempotent e k e R such that Re k = J k . As R is left £$ 0 -injective, the natural projection 0/ π -• J k must be given by right multiplication by an element
x k e R. Thus e k x k = e k and e n x k -0 for all n Φ k.
Set f k -x k e k for all k, and note that these f k are orthogonal idempotents in R. Since f k e k -f k and e k f k = e k , we also have
be a right ^-continuous regular ring. If R is left %ξ o -injective, then R is also left ^-continuous, and so is unit-regular.
Proof. To check left ^-continuity, we must show that any countably generated left ideal J of R is essential in a principal left ideal of R. Once this is established, unit-regularity follows from Corollary 1.6.
According to [1, Proposition 2.14] , there exist orthogonal idempotents e 19 β 2 , in R such that (&Re n = J. As R is right ^-continuous, the countably generated right ideal Q)e n R must be essential in a principal right ideal A. Choose an idempotent e e R such that eR = A y set e Q = 1 -e, and note that
Since e o e n = 0 for all n = 1, 2, , we see that Re 0 Π J = 0, so that the principal left ideals Re 0 , Re lf Re 2 , are independent. By Lemma 1.7, there exist orthogonal idempotents / 0 , f lf f 2 , in j? such that i?/ n = i2e w for all n, and we claim that φRf n ^e BÎ f not, then Rp Π ((&Rfn) -0 f^r some nonzero element p eR. Using left £ζ o -injectivity again, the natural projection of i2p0(φiϊ/ n ) onto Rp must be given by right multiplication by some element qeR, so that pq -p and f n q -0 for all n. In particular, ί2e re g = Rf n q -0 and so e n q = 0 for all n. Also, pg ^ 0, whence q Φ 0. Since 0e re i2 ^e J?^, there is some r e R such that qr Φ 0 and gr e 0 eJ?. But as e n qr = 0 for all %, this is impossible. Proof. Since R is unit-regular by Theorem 1.4, so is R/M. In particular, all the matrix rings M n (R/M) are directly finite, hence [1, Proposition 5.9] shows that R/M contains no uncountable direct sums of nonzero right ideals. Then R/M must be a right continuous regular ring, by [1, Corollary 14.16] . As R/M is indecomposable, we conclude from [1, Corollary 13.20] that R/M is actually right self-injective.
• We conclude this section by showing that the argument used in Theorem 1.4 also yields the following unit-regularity result. Then there is an isomorphism of @A' n onto φJ3», which, by right £ζ o~i njectivity, must be given by left multiplication by some element xeR.
As R R is nonsingular, we conclude that x induces an isomorphism of A onto B.
• In view of Theorem 1.10, the following question arises: Is every directly finite, regular, right £ξ o -injective ring necessarily unit-regular? Of course, it is well-known that all directly finite, regular, right self-injective rings are unit-regular [1, Theorem 9.17] . II* Projective modules and K o . We continue our study of the structure of a directly finite, right £ζ 0 -continuous, regular ring R by investigating the behavior of finitely generated projective right i?-modules. Much of this behavior is codified in the partially ordered Grothendieck group K Q (R), which turns out to be a monotone σ-complete interpolation group, and much information can be gleaned just from this property. As most of our proofs rely on the unit-regularity of R (Theorem 1.4), we shall not explicitly refer to this theorem each time we use it. Since some of our proofs require £ξ o -injectivity at certain stages, we need to be able to transfer problems to the maximal right £ξ 0 -quotient ring of R. The following proposition provides a key step in such transfers. It may be viewed as answering the directly finite case of [1, Problem 25, p. 347] affirmatively. Proof. Since S is unit-regular and R contains all the idempotents of S, these results follow from [1, Proposition 3.16] .
• Proof. Let S denote the maximal right £ζ 0 -quotient ring of R, and recall from Proposition 1.1 that S is directly finite. Then A ® β S and B ® Λ S are finitely generated projective right S-modules, we have independent sequences of finitely generated submodules of A <& R S and B® R S that may be labelled and A n & R S = B n ® iί S for all n. In case (a), we have and by Proposition 2.1 it suffices to prove that A® R S similarly in case (b). Thus there is no loss of generality in assuming that R is right ^0-injective.
As a consequence, all matrix rings over R are right £ξ o -injective and right ^-continuous [1, Proposition 14.19] . Using the standard Morita-equivalences, we may transfer our problems to the category of right modules over any matrix ring M k (R). By choosing k large enough, we may arrange for the new modules corresponding to A and B to be cyclic, hence isomorphic to principal right ideals of
M k {R).
Therefore we may now, assume, without loss of generality, that A and B are principal right ideals of R.
(a) There is an isomorphism φi π -^φ B n , which by right o-injectivity extends to an endomorphism / of R R . Since φ4^ei, we see that A Π ker (/) = 0. On the other hand, RjB is isomorphic to a direct summand of the nonsingular module R R and so is nonsingular itself, from which we infer that f(A) <^ B. Thus / restricts to a monomorphism of A into B.
(b) As in (a), an isomorphism φi n ->05 n extends to a monomorphism g: A-* B. Note that g{A) contains φ B n and so is essential in B. On the other hand, g(A) is a principal right ideal of R and so is a direct summand of J5. Therefore g(A) = B, whence A = B.
• Proof, (a) As R is unit-regular, [1, Corollary 4.10] shows that U A n < 5. Since U A ra can be expressed as a countable direct sum of finitely generated submodules, we may apply Theorem 2.2(a).
(b) In view of (a), we have A < B and B < A. By unit-regularity, it follows that A < 5.
• DEFINITION. Recall that the Grothendieck group K Q (R) of a ring i? is an abelian group with generating set DEFINITION. A partially ordered abelian group K is called an interpolation group provided the following property holds: given χ u χ z> y» V2 in K satisfying x t <; y j for all i, j, there must exist zeK such that x ύ ^ z <; y s for all ΐ, j. We say that if is monotone σ-complete if every ascending sequence x x <; # 2 ^ in if that is bounded above has a supremum in if.
Much of the structure theory for ^-continuous regular rings can be derived from the fact that if 0 of any such ring is a monotone (7-complete interpolation group [7, Proposition 2.1(ii) ]. This also holds in our context, as follows. Proof. In view of Proposition 2.4, there is no loss of generality in assuming that R is right ^0-injective. Thus all matrix rings over R are right £ξ 0 -eontinuous [1, Proposition 14.19] .
The unit-regularity of R implies that KJJR) is an interpolation group [3, Proposition II.10.3] .
Now consider an ascending sequence x x <; x 2 <; in JSΓ 0 (JB) which is bounded above. Choose a e K 0 (R) such that a + x 1 ^ 0, so that we obtain a new ascending sequence in K 0 (R) + which is bounded above. It suffices to find a supremum b for the sequence {a + x n ), since then b -a will be a supremum for the sequence {x n }. Thus we may assume, without loss of generality, that all x n ϊ> 0.
Consequently, each x n = [A n ] for some finitely generated projective right iϋ-module A nf and A 1 < A 2 < . Since the sequence {#J is bounded above, there exists teN such that all x n <Zt [R] , whence A n ^ tR R for all n. According to [1, Corollary 4.11] , tR R has submodules B λ <, B 2 ^ such that B n = A n for all n. Note that each [B n ] = [A n ] -x n . As Λf t (jβ) is right ^-continuous, tR R must have a finitely generated submodule B such that U 2? ra ^e B [1, Proposition 14.3] . Set x = [B] ; then each # n ^ α?, and we claim that x = V » n .
Thus consider any 7/ 6 J5Γ 0 (i2) such that each x n^y .
In particular, l/^^i^O, hence ^/ = [C] for some finitely generated protective right i2-module C. Then each B n < C, whence Corollary 2.3 shows that B < C, and so a? <; T/. Therefore a; = V x n , as desired.
• COROLLARY 2.6. Lei R be a directly finite, right ^-continuous, regular ring, let A and B be finitely generated protective right R-modules, and let neN.
(a) If nA < nB, then A< B.
. Since i£ 0 CR) is a monotone ^-complete interpolation group, [7, Corollary 1.4] 
(b) Using (a), we obtain A < JB and J? < A, whence A = JB by unit-regularity.
• Corollary 2.6 generalizes [7, Corollary 2.2] . The upcoming corollaries generalize [7, Theorem 2.3] .
DEFINITION. We assume the reader is familiar with the concept of a pseudo-rank function on a regular ring R, and with the compact convex set P(R) of all pseudo-rank functions on R [1, ]. An extreme point of P(R) is any PeP(R) which cannot be expressed as a nontrivial convex combination of other points of P{R), that is, whenever P = aP 1 + (1 -a)P 2 for some P u P 2 eP(R) and some real number a with 0 <; α <J 1, then α = 0, or a = 1, or P x = P 2 = P. We use d e P(R) to denote the set of extreme points of P(R). Now assume that A/AM < B/BM for all maximal two-sided ideals M of R. Let Ped e P(R), set ifcf = ker(P), and let P denote the rank function induced on R/M by P. Then i2/ilί contains no uncountable direct sums of nonzero right ideals [1, Proposition 16.11] , hence [1, Corollary 14.16] shows that R/M is a continuous regular ring. In addition, R/M is unit-regular, and by [1, Lemma 16.24] it is indecomposable. Consequently, [1, Corollary 13.20] shows that R/M is right self-injective, hence we can infer from [1, Theorem 9.25] that R/M is a simple ring.
Thus M is a maximal two-sided ideal of R, whence A/AM< B/BM. Using the notation x ^ x for the natural map R -> R/M, we obtain onto P(R) [1, Proposition 17.12] , it follows that
for any sed e S(K 0 (R), [R] ), where P denotes the pseudo-rank function in d e P(R) corresponding to s. As K 0 (R) is a monotone o -complete interpolation group, it is archimedean [7, Theorem 1.3] , hence we conclude from [3, Proposition 1.5.3] Proof. [3, Proposition II. 12.1] .
• DEFINITION. We say that a unit-regular ring R satisfies countable interpolation if the equivalent conditions of Proposition 3.1 hold. As shown in [3, Theorem II.12.3] , all homomorphic images of fcξo-continuous regular rings satisfy countable interpolation. This also holds in our setting, as follows. Proof. Since K Q (R) is a monotone (T-complete interpolation group (Theorem 2.5), [7, Lemma 1.2] shows that K 0 (R) has countable inter-polation. Thus R is a unit-regular ring with countable interpolation. By [3, Proposition II.12 .2], these properties carry over to R\J.
• As a good portion of the structure theory for ^-continuous regular rings developed in [3] was developed in terms of unit-regular rings with countable interpolation, it now carries over to directly finite, right ^-continuous, regular rings. For the complete theory, we refer the reader to [3, ]; here we shall only sketch some of the highlights.
DEFINITION. We use Max Spec (R) to denote the collection of all maximal two-sided ideals in a ring R, equipped with the usual hull-kernel topology. (
b) θ maps compact subsets of d e P(R) onto closed subsets of Max Spec (12). (c) θ is a homeomorphism if and only if d e P(R) is compact, if and only if Max Spec (R) is Hausdorff.
Proof [3, Proposition Π.14.5] .
• DEFINITION. A regular ring R is said to satisfy general comparability provided that for any x, y eR, there exists a central idempotent e e R such that exR < eyR and (1 -e)yR < (1 -e)xR. (a) R satisfies general comparability.
Proof. This is proved for ^-continuous regular rings in [3, Theorem II.14.9] . The same proof works here, because keτ (P(R)) = 0 (Corollary 2.8) and K 0 (R) is a monotone ^-complete interpolation group (Theorem 2.5).
• Proof. This is proved in [3, Theorem II.14.12 ] for ^-continuous regular rings. By using only the right-sided portion of that proof, we obtain the desired result here.
• DEFINITION. Given a compact convex set S, we use Aff (S) to denote the partially ordered real Banach space of all affine continuous real-valued functions on S (with the pointwise ordering and the supremum norm).
DEFINITION. For any regular ring R, there is a natural positive group homomorphism
φ:K 0 (R) >AS(P(R))
such that <p ([xR] )(N) = N(x) for all xeR and all NeP(R) [3, p. 120] . We refer to φ as the natural map from K 0 (R) to Aff (P (22)). Proof. [3, Theorem Π.15.1] .
• COROLLARY 3.7. Let R be a directly finite, right ^-continuous, regular ring, and let teN. If every simple artinian homomorphίc image of R is a t x t matrix ring, then R is a t x t matrix ring.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.6 as [3, Theorem II.15.3] follows from [3, Theorem II.15.1] . (The statement of [3, Theorem II.15.3] includes the hypothesis that all simple homomorphic images of R be t x t matrix rings; however, an examination of the proof shows that it suffices to assume this just for simple artinian homomorphic images.)
• COROLLARY 3.8. Let R be a directly finite, right ^-continuous, regular ring with no simple artinian homomorphic images. Then R is a t x t matrix ring for every teN. Moreover, given teN and any finitely generated protective right R-module B, there exists a finitely generated projective right R-module C such that B ~ tC.
Proof. [3, Theorem II.15.4] .
• A number of the results of this paper, such as Corollaries 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, Proposition 3.3, Theorem 3.6, and Corollaries 3.7 and 3.8, also hold for .ΛΓ*-complete regular rings, as proved in [2] . The Kocontinuous cases of these results may be regarded as corollaries of the JV*-complete results, since every ^-continuous regular ring is JV*-complete [2, Theorem 2.3]. However, it is an open problem whether directly finite, right ^-continuous, regular rings must be iV*-complete (we conjecture that they need not be), so the results of this paper are not corollaries of the iV*-complete theory.
